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Summary
The forthcoming visit of Prime Minister Modi is going to be a significant step from the point of a
much awaited visit from the Indian side. This is an appropriate time to engage Iran, take the
relationship forward and concretise many pending projects on connectivity and energy
cooperation. This could be a turning point in India-Iran relations and the beginning of new chapter
in bilateral cooperation. Given its positive image India has to pursue a smart policy of strategic
engagement in order to turn challenges into opportunities. The future of India-Iran relations will
depend on how the two countries are able to accommodate mutual concerns and interests.

MODI’S VISIT TO IRAN: WILL IT PROVIDE A NEW MOMENTUM TO BILATERAL RELATIONS?

The Narendra Modi Government’s diplomatic initiatives in 2014 were termed as
“strong, proactive and sensitive” by External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj. On
that occasion, she had added that the focus of the government’s foreign policy has
been the neighbourhood, followed by the Look East policy and then the Persian Gulf.
However, the unfolding security situation and various long-term factors have led the
Modi Government to increasingly shift its focus towards West Asia. India’s increasing
diplomatic activism towards the region is indicative of the Modi government’s shift in
its effort to build stronger economic and security ties with West Asian countries.
Many senior Ministers have already paid visits to Israel, Egypt, Bahrain, Turkey, Iran
and Qatar. Predicting the future course of India’s policy towards the region, Foreign
Secretary S. Jaishankar observed in early March 2016 that “‘Act East’ would be
matched with ‘Think West’.” 1
Having concluded successful visits to the UAE and Saudi Arabia, Prime Minister
Modi is now set to take India-Iran relations to new heights. What can be expected
from his visit? In the recent past, India has struggled to sustain its strategic and
economic ties with Iran under the shadow of Western-led sanctions, although it
continued to buy oil and do trade with Iran. In the post-sanctions context, New Delhi
has been making efforts to work through various mechanism to enhance its
cooperation with Iran, supplemented by many important visits by business
delegations, high level officials and Ministers. As background work to make Modi’s
visit more meaningful, Dharmendra Pradhan, Minister of State (IC) Petroleum and
Natural Gas, and External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj visited Iran in April 2016.
These visits reflected not only New Delhi’s desire to re-invigorate bilateral cooperation
but also to ensure that tangible results ensue from the prime minister’s forthcoming
visit to Tehran. Three key areas of cooperation are being looked at in this regard:
energy, trade and economy, and connectivity. Before analysing the likely outcome of
the Modi visit, it is useful to examine the rising Iranian expectations from India.

Iranian Perceptions and Rising Expectations
From the Iranian perspective, the potential areas of cooperation are many. Some of
the important areas are security, economy, energy and infrastructure. Economic
cooperation is the most significant element in this list. Investment in the
petrochemical sector and in the Oman-Iran-India pipeline could be potential areas
of cooperation. In fact, India is viewed as a country with a capacity to invest not only
in the Chabahar port but also in other projects. India and Iran could establish joint
refineries. In addition, since for both India and Iran the Indian Ocean is an avenue
for connecting with various Asian countries, a focus on the Indian Ocean would be
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good for regional security from piracy. In this regard, the Association of Indian Ocean
Rim countries (AIOR) could be a good mechanism of cooperation.2
Within the Iranian academic community, it is argued that India and Iran are going
to be natural partners in the South, Central and West Asian regions given their
common interests, geographical proximity and regional realities. India’s policy
towards Iran is driven by its energy security, countering terrorism and building
infrastructure to improve connectivity in the region. In the past, due to the imposition
of sanctions, many projects were moving slow. However, after the removal of
sanctions, there is forward movement on many projects and many new opportunities
are opening up for greater cooperation. Indian’s involvement in the Chabahar port
project is termed as a “peace port” and “transit diplomacy”.3 It is argued that India
and Iran can be constructive contributors in dealing with the problem of terrorism
in the region.4
From the Iranian viewpoint, both India and Iran need to understand the ground
realities in the changed geopolitical situation in the region. As a friendly country,
Iran expects India to understand its security issues and concerns. It is argued that
India needs to have a long term approach on enhancing its cooperation in the area
of connectivity and other trade-related issues and not look only at short term gains.
Similarly, in the security arena, Iran believes that it is facing challenges on both the
eastern and western fronts of its borders and it is therefore looking for partners who
could help deal with these security challenges. It is suggested that there is a need to
start a new chapter in India-Iran relations.5
While there is great optimism and rising expectations in Iran about increasing
bilateral cooperation, the challenges cannot be ignored. The ground reality as
articulated by an Iranian expert is that “India’s ties with Iran are actually largely
underdeveloped as compared to its much more substantive engagement with the
Arab States in the Persian Gulf and Israel….. hence India-Iran relations can be best
described as developing relations.”6 While terrorism remains a common area of
cooperation, and cooperation in economy and trade will also continue, the two
countries are not indispensable for each other on these issues. Further, some Iranian
experts are of the view that in the next 20 to 25 years, India and Iran may have to
make strategic choices in the evolving global order. They believe that at present the
US is the sole global power which has moreover decided to employ an offshore
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balancing strategy to deal with what it perceives as a major challenge from China.
Fostering cooperation between India, Japan, South Korea and Australia is the
American way of balancing China. In this situation, China is likely to form its own
coalition, mainly a China-Pakistan-Iran triangle. Here, India is going to be in the US
orbit. Since China is likely to bring Iran into its orbit, India and Iran will have to find
a middle path to manage their relations. Iran’s expectation from India is different as
compared to that from China, US and Europe. India’s strength, in the Iranian view,
lies in ‘soft power’, but Iran does not expect ‘soft power’ from China.7
Some Indian experts have argued that “India requires to navigate its regional
relationship more carefully, and also independently of the U.S. agenda”.8 While China
remains a major competitor for India in West Asia, Pakistan does not figure
prominently in India’s policy towards the region.9 There is general consensus among
the Indian strategic community that Iran occupies a significant place in the West
Asian region and that its strategic location connecting South, Central and West Asian
region combined with its hydrocarbon reserves make a strong case for India’s
engagement. Some experts are of the view that “regardless of the impediments placed
by Western sanctions, India-Iran ties are based on ‘deep strategic considerations’
emerging from India’s vision of its role in regional affairs.”10
In the present situation, despite lifting of sanctions, Iran has limited strategic choices
to make. More importantly, its relations with Pakistan are not free from trouble.
Despite rhetorical pronouncements from some Iranian experts about trilateral
collation between Iran, China and Pakistan, the difficulties which such a grouping
could pose to India-Iran relations are not very realistic. In the post sanctions period,
Iran is looking for strategic partners to address its economic problems. It is looking
for countries who are willing to invest in its energy and infrastructure sectors. Here,
India can play a key role. Indian Ministers in their statements have welcomed an
expansion of all- out ties with Iran. Indian officials believe that “political instability
can be offset through greater economic engagement with the region.”11

Is a new chapter of India-Iran cooperation beginning?
India’s recent diplomatic activism to engage Iran and many optimistic signals coming
from the Iranian leadership do create an impression that the upcoming visit of Prime
Minister Modi could open a new chapter of cooperation. Interestingly, media reports
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suggest that among the meetings scheduled during the visit is one with Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. If this meeting takes place, it would also indicate the
increasing importance that Iran attaches to India at the political and strategic levels.
The Supreme leader takes key decisions in the Iranian system and he does not meet
many leaders. Therefore, a Modi- Khamenei meeting will put bilateral relations on a
completely new path. Bilateral ties will also gain new momentum if major agreements
in energy, connectivity and trade get a final shape during the Modi visit. The
finalisation of these agreements has been pending for a long time.
In the energy sector, India is looking at the finalisation of the Farzad-B gas field
agreement. India’s Petroleum Minister has already conveyed to the Iranian side that
Indian companies are willing to invest up to USD 20 billion in Iran’s energy sector
and that they are also interested in setting up petrochemical and fertiliser plants,
including in Chabahar SEZ, either through a joint venture between Indian and
Iranian public sector companies or with private sector partners.12 In this context,
some optimistic statements have come from Iranian officials. The Managing Director
of the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), Rokneddin Javadi, has stated that in
case the current technical negotiations succeed, the agreement on development of
the Farzad-B gas field could be signed by the end of 2016. There is potential in
trilateral energy cooperation between Iran, Oman and India for an under-sea pipeline
which has been discussed for a long time without any results on the ground. In
addition, the prospects of the Turkmenistan-Iran-India (TII) pipeline project is
immense as it does not face any security challenge. This is the most doable project
in the current context. Taking full advantage of the lifting of sanctions, Reliance
Industries has now started buying crude oil from Iran after a six year break and is
looking for a long term fixed quantity deal with Iran. Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals Ltd. and Essar Oil Ltd. are the main buyers of Iranian oil in India,
importing about 10 million tonnes a year. Besides, the Indian Oil Corporation is
planning to double its imports from Iran to 4mt this year and HPCL too is expected
to pick up small quantities.13
The second area of cooperation could be in connectivity projects, especially Chabahar
port, the International North South Transport corridor (INSTC), and trilateral
cooperation between India, Iran and Afghanistan. Chabahar port is strategically vital
for India to enhance connectivity with Afghanistan and Central Asia. The momentum
of cooperation on Chabahar got a further push during the External Affairs Minister’s
recent visit, when both sides agreed that the contract as well as modalities for
extending a USD 150 million credit for the port would be signed soon. In addition,
the decision on this line of credit as well as a USD 400 million credit line for the
supply of steel rails from India have already been approved by the Centre. IRCON
officials are expected to visit Iran for discussions on the Chabahar-Zahedan railway
12
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link.14 The text of the Trilateral Agreement among India, Afghanistan and Iran on
Transport and Transit Corridors (Chabahar Agreement) was finalised during the
second meeting of experts in Delhi on April 11, 2016. When the Agreement comes
into force, it will facilitate better connectivity between the South, Central and West
Asian regions. This will substantially increase India’s connectivity with Afghanistan
and Central Asia. More importantly, the Ashgabat Agreement, which came into force
on April 23, 2016, is an important corridor connecting Central Asia with the Persian
Gulf.15 India has already shown its desire to be part of this agreement and the Iranian
side has supported India’s inclusion. Turkmenistan, Iran, Oman and Uzbekistan are
part of this agreement. The hope is that some of these connectivity projects would
get finalised during Modi’s visit.
Economic and trade relations are the weakest link in India’s overall relations with
Iran. India and Iran have been trying hard to enhance cooperation in this field. In a
recent media interview, Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan expressed India’s
desire to become Iran’s strategic partner when a new economy is taking shape in the
post–sanction periods. Economic ties could get an impetus during Modi’s visit if trade
related agreements including on Double Taxation Avoidance and Bilateral
Investment Protection and Promotion as well as an early launch of negotiations on a
Preferential trade Agreement get finalised.
India and Iran have been close partners in dealing with the security situation in the
region. They are located in different security environments in Southern and West
Asia and thus there are no conflicting areas of interest between them. But new
security developments pose a common challenge for both. The increasing instability
in Afghanistan and the rise of the Islamic State (IS) are viewed by both as serious
security challenges. India and Iran need to work out innovative ways of cooperation
on countering extremist threats in the region.
Finally, the cultural dimension of India-Iran relations needs special attention. While
some initiatives were taken during Swaraj’s visit, new projects to enhance
cooperation in education and culture would go a long way in strengthening these ties
between the two countries.
Although much is expected from the Modi visit, the challenges to taking the
partnership to higher levels cannot be overlooked. Some of the major challenges are:
(a) In the new post-sanctions Iran, India will have to be prepared to deal with
competition from other regional and international actors who are already active in
the Iranian market. European countries and China have already signed major deals
with Iran. Russia is also looking at establishing long-term trade ties in the post
JCPOA period. Legal barriers to banking relations between Iran and Russia are likely
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to be lifted soon.16 China is all set to launch the Chinese built industrial town project
as part of its commitment to develop Chabahar port city. China has already decided
on a location for the project and will be developing the free-trade zone in a phased
manner.17 During Xi Jinping’s visit in January 2016, China and Iran reached an
agreement to develop bilateral cooperation under a 25 year strategic plan, signing 17
agreements and an MoU to establish the joint Silk Road Scientific Fund.18 Not only
China but European Union, South Korea, Japan and other countries are trying to
get into the Iranian market and revive their old partnerships in the energy sector.
For instance, Siemens Technology Director Siegfried Russwurm told the Iranian
media that “Siemens is active in railroad, energy and utilities machinery, and oil and
gas pipelines; there is a diverse pool of issues for Siemens to work on with Iranian
side.”19 Iran-South Korea ties are also taking a new shape, with the latter eager to
promote joint ventures in shipbuilding, automobile production, construction and oil
and gas. This month the South Korean President paid a historic visit to boost
cooperation between the two countries.20 Iran and Kazakhstan have signed 66
documents worth USD 2 billion in the public and private sectors in April 2016,
including an agreement on establishing a joint shipping company.21
(b) Rising to meet Iranian expectations on India playing a much more active role by
becoming a major investing country in Iran. New signals coming from the US suggest
that global investments have not increased to the extent expected by Iran after the
lifting of sanctions. Elizabeth Rosenberg, a senior fellow from the Center for A New
American Security, told the US House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee
that "For reasons of political and security risk, existing sanctions, and the serious
financial challenges associated with attempting business with Iran, many global
banks have made it clear that they do not plan on doing business with Iran."22 Under
these circumstances, Iran is looking at Indian investments in its infrastructure and
energy sectors. Investments will likely be an important factor at in determining closer
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economic ties between India and Iran. The Indian private sector needs to be informed
and guided to do business in Iran. India has moved forward on the project of setting
up of a fertilizer plant in Iran’s southeastern port city of Chabahar. The state-run
Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers (RCF), Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers and
Chemicals (GNFC) and Gujarat State Fertilizers Corporation (GSFC) have selected
Bank Pasargad as the Iranian investor for the construction of a fertilizer plant
expected to produce an annual volume of 1.3 million tons of urea. Indian companies
are reportedly investing some USD 738 million in this project.23
(c) Understanding the complicated Iranian system and accordingly navigating
through it to gain maximum advantage. The decision making system in Iran involves
approval at many levels and no decision will have any validity unless it is indorsed
by the Supreme Leader.
(d) While nuclear related sanctions have been lifted, the general trade embargo
remains in place. The US still maintains an embargo on Iran in terms of gaining
access to the American financial system or directly conducting transactions in US
dollars, among a series of other restrictions. It is very clear that if India is able to
separate its business and investments without touching base with the US financial
system it will be able to do business with Iran. There is need for greater clarity and
understanding on how India can take full benefit of the lifting of sanctions and what
the limitations with the existing trade embargo are.
(e) India will also have to navigate carefully between Iran and its arch rivals, Saudi
Arabia and Israel. For India, its relations with both countries are extremely
important. Some 3 million Indian workers live in Saudi. India has both cultural and
religious ties with the two countries. So far India has managed to develop
independent ties with each. And given the increasing rivalry between Iran and Saudi
Arabia, India will need to craft a cautious and balanced policy.
The forthcoming visit of Prime Minister Modi is going to be a significant step from the
point of a much awaited visit from the Indian side. This is an appropriate time to
engage Iran, take the relationship forward and concretise many pending projects on
connectivity and energy cooperation. This could be a turning point in India-Iran
relations and the beginning of new chapter in bilateral cooperation. Given its positive
image India has to pursue a smart policy of strategic engagement in order to turn
challenges into opportunities. The future of India-Iran relations will depend on how
the two countries are able to accommodate mutual concerns and interests. Now is
the right time and opportunity to forward and finalise various pending projects in
energy, connectivity and enhance trade and economic ties.
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